healix
INTERNATIONAL

SECURITY
MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

FOR HUMANITARIAN &
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ORGANISATIONS
Integrated intelligence,
assistance and consultancy

OUR MISSION
Security is a critical
component of
assistance. Effective
relief and development
is entirely dependent
on the security and
wellbeing of the field
staff that deliver it.

Humanitarian and international development
organisations operate in some of the most insecure
environments globally. Healix International aims to
prepare, enable and assist imperative humanitarian
and development aid organisations, and to ensure that
risks posed to personnel, assets and operations in the
field can be properly managed.
Through effective risk mitigation, we help organisations
ensure donor confidence, and fulfil their duty of care
obligations to their employees. Rather than solely
accepting or avoiding risk, we encourage organisations
to consider methods of treating, transferring, spreading,
concentrating or taking opportunity from risk, as well as
using a combination of these mitigation measures, to
make risks as low as reasonably practical.
We understand that security can look very different in
both the humanitarian and development sectors,
compared to the corporate world. For this reason,
we encourage the use of explicit NGO security
management strategies, including the use of
acceptance as a form of protection.
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How we interact:
Traveller
Field Staff



Mayday Alert
on Healix
Sentinel Travel
Oracle app

Security Manager
Programme Director
Country Director

Client
dedicated
phone number
or email

24/7 Security
Operations Centre

✓ Expert advice and
assistance
✓ Monitoring and
response
✓ Risk and threat
assessments
✓ Daily check-in
✓ Ground support
✓ Stand up
critical Incident
Management Team

Global assistance network:
Healix operates from three core regional
hubs; the UK, Singapore and New Zealand.
Our ability to offer assistance at the ground
level on a global scale is enabled by our
unique network of local drivers, fixers,
security consultants and in-country service
providers. These assets come from both
civilian and military backgrounds, and are
fully accredited via our due diligence process
to ensure that they can be relied upon on
the ground. We also have an extensive
network of medical agents and air
ambulance providers, utilised by our
medical assistance team.

Healix International is a global leader in travel risk management and international
security, medical and travel assistance.
Working on behalf of multinational corporations, governments, NGOs and insurers, we
are relied upon to look after the welfare of expatriates, business travellers and local
nationals living and working in every country of the world, 24 hours a day. Many of these
people reside in the most remote, challenging and hostile of environments.

FOR THE SECURITY MANAGER
Healix provides detailed intelligence designed to assist in the decision-making of your
organisation’s risk managers, country directors and other security focal points. Services
available via our security platform include:
Access to Regional Analysts
To service requests for bespoke
assessments and situation reports on
the latest developments in-country.
Access to our Healix Sentinel
Intelligence Portal
Provides comprehensive intelligence
on medical and security risks around
the world and 24/7 access to our
GSOC team.
Risk reports
Country-specific security, operational
and political risk reports assessing
developments that could impact the
risk environment, analysing implications
and forecasting potential scenarios.
Threat reports
Examining the intent and capability
of specific ‘threat actors’ and the
potential risk to your assets.
Situation reports
Pushed out updates covering
developments during ongoing
critical incidents.

Healix Sentinel Tracker
We can also provide an additional
service, allowing you to quickly locate
and communicate with your field staff
to ensure their safety during a critical
incident, with the optional ‘location
services’ activated on their Healix
Sentinel Travel Oracle app.

Weekly forecasts
Identifying the most pertinent
upcoming issues and events that
will have security or travel implications
in the coming week, sent out on a
regional basis.
Evacuation watch
Communications issued each time
an evacuation level is changed for
a country, summarising the key
developments, examining trends
and identifying triggers for
further escalation.
Special advisories
Detailed and timely reports issued
in the aftermath of security incidents
considered major, or outside of
the ordinary.

FOR FIELD STAFF
As well as providing around the clock access to advice and support, our security experts
ensure that your field staff receive succinct, informative and timely updates on incidents
that pose a potential risk to their safety, as well as pre-trip advice and destination
information. Services include:
24/7 advice and assistance
Access via phone and email to our
GSOC and regional experts, who
can provide advice about specific
concerns, or stand-up ground assets
if physical assistance is required.

Push alerts
Notifications sent to travellers via
mobile app or SMS when a security
incident occurs near to their location,
or major travel disruption is expected.

Pre-deployment advisories
Automated security and medical
briefings about a destination sent to
staff ahead of departure.

Risk messaging
Critical communication with staff
known to be in the vicinity of an
incident to confirm their wellbeing
and offer emergency assistance
when required.

Bespoke security briefings
Provision of a security risk summary of
a given location, accounting for
individual elements of a traveller’s
profile – including gender, ethnicity
and sexuality.

Hotel recommendations
Either from our in-house database, or
by providing desktop assessments on
an employee’s preferred hotel choice.

Journey management plans
Route planning with considerations for
differing risk environments and the
terrain, with recommendations made for
communication and emergency
response protocols.

Mayday alert function
The “Mayday” function inbuilt into our
Healix Sentinel Travel Oracle app can
be configured to send GPS location,
audio and photographs when
triggered to our 24/7 GSOC who will
immediately reach out to assist.
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TAILORED PACKAGES

SENTINEL PROTECT +

SENTINEL PROTECT

FOCUS

We appreciate that not every organisation has a global footprint, and some
NGOs are operating in a singular complex environment. Healix FOCUS
allows organisations to supplement their intelligence capabilities on a
country-by-country basis with:
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Access to an expert regional analyst, who will service requests for bespoke
assessments and situation reports on the latest developments in-country
Access to our Global Intelligence Portal (GIP), detailing security and medical
risks around the world with detailed country information and travel tips
Country-specific security, operational and political risk reports
‘Rolling SITREPs’ for critical incidents
Threat reports on actors operating in-country
Proactive horizon scanning and issue identification on a best effort basis
8% NGO discount on all GSOC consultancy services.
An exclusive offer that allows NGOs to supplement their in-house risk
management capabilities. Healix SENTINEL PROTECT provides 24/7 on
demand access to the Healix GSOC for advice, analysis and assistance to all
travellers anywhere in the world with:
Access to our intelligence experts on demand, and entitlement to up to 100 bespoke
travel security assessments per year, including journey management plans, hotel
reviews and recommendations, travel security briefs and specific requests for analysis
Access to all security, operational and political risk and threat reports
Weekly Forecasts highlighting upcoming events or concerns in each region
Global Evacuation Watch reports – issued each time our evacuation level changes
Access to our Healix Sentinel Travel Oracle app, with analysts pushing out travel
and security alerts 24/7
Mayday alert function in the Healix Sentinel Travel Oracle app can be directed to
our 24/7 GSOC to respond to, tracking the GPS of employees in distress and
making immediate contact
Discounted annual access fee for organisations that already have Healix as
the embedded security provider within their insurance policy.
A further 10% NGO discount on all GSOC consultancy services.
Our most comprehensive package is designed for those organisations that
do not have any in-house risk management function and have a duty of care
for their local staff.
Entire intelligence and operations subscription as detailed in Healix SENTINEL
PROTECT
Advice and assistance to local staff where authorised to do so
Customised 24/7 phone line connecting your employees to our security experts,
for anything from advice to assistance
Onboarding consultation to develop customised escalation processes and integration
with local plans and providers
Discounted Daily Check-ins for workers in remote and / or hostile environments
Complimentary Emergency Response / Evacuation Plan, Country Risk Assessment
or Travel Risk Policy upon initiation of subscription
Dedicated Operational Account Manager
Security Manager access to our Global Intelligence Portal
Discounted annual access fee for organisations that already have Healix as
the embedded security provider within their insurance policy.
12% NGO discount on all GSOC consultancy services.

RAPID ASSISTANCE IN A CRISIS
Our Global Security Operations Centres
provide 24/7/365 support to clients
operating in areas of political and social
instability.
In the event that evacuation is considered
appropriate, assistance is provided to safely
transport affected personnel from their
accommodation, worksite or point of
incident to a safe port of departure for travel
to an international safe haven.

At the first signs of a deteriorating security
environment, we encourage clients to
consider a phased ‘drawdown’ of
operations, assisting in updating Continuity
Plans in order to not only identify nonessential personnel who can be evacuated
using scheduled flights, but also to plan the
transfer of crucial processes out of the
affected area to limit overall disruption. By
taking these steps, the risk to staff can be
reduced as well as the short and long term
impact on your operations.

Case Study: Sudan Evacuation
This followed a deterioration of the security environment in Khartoum in
June 2019, due to military action against protracted unrest.
3rd June

Healix start escalation processes and publish a level 4 alert – the highest level.

4th June

Commercial airlines suspend flights to the area. Party line reports sent out by our
Regional Threat Analyst for Africa, outlining „most-likely‰ and „worst-case‰ scenarios
to guide operational teams.

5th June

The UN issue evacuation orders for all non-essential personnel. Healix
communicate critical advice to travellers across all platforms.

6th June

Healix receives evacuation request for a local aid worker. Dedicated Threat Analyst
is stood up while Regional Security Coordinator reviews operational protcols for
Sudan. Evacuee confirmed as safe, in an appropriate stand fast location and placed
on immediate Ânotice to moveÊ. Ground assets secured within one hour of initial
request. Operational status of airport verified on the ground.

8th June

Exit visas for evacuee obtained. Evacuee briefed on evacuation plan.
Reconnaissance of airport routes complete.

9th June

Mass civil disobedience campaign begins and violence becomes widespread.
Healix confirms airport is still operational and ground team move evacuee to
airport, assisting through to wheels up.
Arrival confirmed at international safe haven.
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CONSULTANCY SERVICES
A thorough understanding of the local security context is critical for the preparation and
delivery of humanitarian projects, and is often required by NGOs when applying for funding
grants. Healix offers a variety of consultancy services delivered via our in-house regional
analysts, coordinators and consultants to meet high international standards.
In addition, through our global network of security consultants and local fixers, we are able to
provide ground support services and personnel protection.
Threat and risk assessments
Designed with your organisation in mind,
we will assess the intent and capability
of threat actors to target you, and the
likelihood and capability (risk) of them
being able to do so. Specific mitigation
measures are proposed, taking account
of your profile and operational
environment. These range from
Country and Regional Threat Reports to
bespoke Project Risk Assessments.
Site security audits
Physical assessments take account of
the surrounding area, perimeter,
exclusion zone and restricted area of
your site in order to identify vulnerabilities.
These also account for process, and
the effectiveness of existing mitigation
measures. Site Security Audits can be
carried out on offices, residential homes,
hotels and field offices.
Evacuation planning
Evacuation planning can be carried out
remotely or in situ, presenting multiple
evacuation options to be triggered in
the event that your evacuation triggers
are met.

Protective personnel
We have a network of security
consultants from various
backgrounds – including non-police
and non-military options. Security
consultants can also be deployed
regionally, if protective personnel are
preferred to have no connections to
local security forces. Armoured
vehicles and armed and unarmed
close protection are available,
dependent on client preference.
Embedded security manager
Healix in-house coordinators and
consultants can be deployed on a
temporary fixed-term basis to act
as embedded security managers
on request.

Training
We offer a range of class-room
based trainings, including HEAT and
Pre-Deployment Destination Aware
modules for field workers who are
deploying internationally, Crisis
Management Training and exercises,
and When Things Go Wrong
preparation modules.

Bespoke e-learning courses
As well as pre-developed e-learning
courses, modules can be developed
on request using our existing
technology platform, with content
written unique to organisations’
internal policies and procedures.

Case Study: Bangladesh Security Risk Assessment
Project risk assessment of Rohingya Refugee response in Bangladesh.

$
9 programme
sectors

1,300+ staff
800+ volunteers

$50 million+
programme

500+ camp & field
structures

What happened?
In October 2018, Healix International was commissioned to lead a Project Risk Assessment of
BRACÊs Humanitarian Crisis Management Programme in CoxÊs Bazar, Bangladesh. At the time,
this was one of the worldÊs biggest humanitarian response programmes being delivered by a
single NGO.
HealixÊs Regional Security Coordinator responsible for South Asia deployed and led a team of local
consultants to complete the project, spending time on the ground in refugee camps outside of CoxÊs
Bazar, as well as in Site Management offices and speaking to employees out in the field.
The assessment was 30-days long and 64 recommendations were made to reduce 29 identified
risks to Moderate Risk or lower.

Methodology
Following consultation with BRAC, Healix employed the InterAction designed Security Risk
Management model to complete the assessment, as per best practice in the humanitarian security
sector. Adaptations were also made to include risk matrixes and tools designed by Healix for
evaluating the effectiveness of risk mitigation measures.

„The SRA project included a systematic assessment of the security risks of HCMP and
recommended mitigation measures. The professional standard and sincerity of the
consultants are highly appreciated.‰
- BRAC, 2019
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DEPLOYABLE EMERGENCY RESPONSE UNIT
In a world where humanitarians are
increasingly working in remote, complex
or poorly resourced risk environments,
previously local organisations are now
being exposed to new kinds of
emergencies, from earthquakes and
typhoons to militant attacks and violent
unrest. As such, organisations are
constantly finding themselves
attempting to mitigate new risks to
their staff, assets and operations.

In addition to our security consultancy
services, Healix can deploy an international
team of security and coordination experts
to offer essential support on the ground in
the event of a crisis with 12 hours’ notice.
The objective of the Healix Deployable
Emergency Response (DER) Unit is to
assess the impact of an emergency,
coordinate and deliver a response at the
local level, and facilitate the recovery of
operations on the ground, securing your
personnel and assets.

Deployable Emergency Response unit team structure:
ClientÊs Head Office provides project scope and makes decisions based on
informed briefings from the ground.

Emergency Team Leader
Responsible for the design
and implementation of
emergency security
protocols and policies.
Focus on organisational
recovery.
Prime communications
liaison with organisationÊs
HQ.

Impact Assessment Coordinator
Establishing the impact of
an emergency on
organisationÊs personnel,
assets and operations.
Identifies and prioritises
needs from the ground.
Implementation of control
measures to avoid further
deteriorations where
additional risks are
identified.

Relief Coordinator
Implements immediate
incident response at the
local level.
Liaises with local security
forces and external
agencies and
organisations to
coordinate relief efforts.
Logistics and local
administration.

A seven day deployment is recommended to
effectively coordinate first stage assistance
for your staff, establish emergency security
protocols and assess and contain damage
caused to personnel, assets, operations and
relationships with local stakeholders.
Our priorities for protection will be set out by
your head office and could range from

focusing on the mitigation of risks posed to
field workers, to industrial equipment, or
even critical relationships with local
stakeholders that are depended on for the
community acceptance of local operations.
In cases where medical support is required,
Healix can also provide medical personnel
sourced from our in-house team of experts
to provide aid.

Example 7-day schedule
Day 1

Arrive in-country.
Establish crisis management operations hub.
Assist in accounting for staff and dependants.
Commence wellbeing checks; triage medical cases and medevacs if required.
Deliver initial briefing on primary security protocols and establish temporary
shelter for field staff.
Begin sourcing essential supplies.

Day 2

Establish physical security measures around locations and priority assets.
Establish communications protocols.
Criticality assessment in liaison with stakeholders.
Impact Assessment Coordinator begins impact assessments.
Assist in provision of infrastructure for power where damaged.

Day 3

Continue coordinating delivery of essential supplies.
Undertake the evacuation of personnel if necessary.
Ascertain field safe zones and routes.
Continue coordinating delivery of essential supplies.

Day 4

Liaise with local security forces.
Consult with other organisations affected.
Follow-up briefing on further security protocols.
Priority recommendations made to HQ.

Day 5

Compile impact assessment report.
Emergency team leader identifies barriers to organisational recovery.
Recommence essential organisational functions.
Establish temporary field office for resumption of business.

Day 6

Recommendations made for recovery.
Projection of recovery time issued.
Necessary resources identified.

Day 7

Final briefing with all field staff on extended security protocol.
Identification of local field officer responsible for compliance.
Final conference with HQ.
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Healix is committed to ethical and
responsible business practice,
as demonstrated by our being a
signatory to the United Nations Global
Compact (UNGC).
The Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs)
set out by the UNGC provide a framework
that we have consulted as a guide for our
own mission statement, to shape our own
priorities. We operate in ways that ensure we
meet fundamental responsibilities in terms of
human rights, labour, anti-corruption and the
environment.
Our ambition is that no community is omitted
from the global market because organisations
do not feel safe operating there – which is
why our security solutions are designed to
enable global travel, rather than restrict it.

To meet our commitments to the UNGC,
Healix prioritises Goals 8, 9, 10 and 16:
Goal 8: Promote sustained, inclusive
and sustainable economic growth, full
and productive employment and decent
work for all.
Goal 9: Build resilient infrastructure,
promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialisation and foster innovation.
Goal 10: Reduce inequality within and
among countries.
Goal 16: Promote peaceful and
inclusive societies for sustainable
development, provide access to justice
for all and build effective, accountable
and inclusive institutions at all levels.

Head office:
Healix International
Healix House, Esher Green
Esher, Surrey, KT10 8AB
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)20 8481 7720
Email: enquiries@healix.com
www.healix.com

healix
INTERNATIONAL

